DIAMOND REPORTS
AnchorCert Gem Lab has a fully equipped diamond, gemstone and pearl grading laboratory located within the building of Assay Office
Birmingham. The industry leading state-of-the-art gemmological instruments range from the tried and tested 10 x diamond
magnification lens to the sophisticated Raman spectrometer. Continuing technological Investment keeps the laboratory at the forefront
of diamond, gemstone and pearl grading in the UK. All stones sent to AnchorCert Gem Lab are screened to ensure they are natural.
The Laboratory is able to detect and identify synthetic diamonds and HPHT treated stones as well as enhancements ranging from laser
drilling and fracture filled stones to colour treated diamonds. AnchorCert diamond graders are all highly qualified and motivated, and
maintain their expertise by undertaking continual professional development through a range of recognised formal and practical training
courses.

ANCHORCERT REPORTS
AnchorCert Gem Lab is an independent gemstone laboratory whose grading and testing
examinations ascertain the characteristics of a diamond and above all, verifies if a stone is
natural. AnchorCert Reports provide reassurance of the authenticity and quality of a gemstone.
An independent diamond certificate adds real value to your diamond. Whether you are a
diamond dealer, a jewellery retailer, or a member of the public about to make a significant
investment in a piece of jewellery, you can have complete confidence in AnchorCert reports.
FULL A4 DIAMOND REPORT WITH FACET DIAGRAM
The full diamond report is a comprehensive report suitable for loose (unmounted) coloured and
colourless diamonds providing detailed information on all facets of the stone. Details included
on the Full report are weight, measurements, colour, clarity, cut grade, symmetry, fluorescence,
girdle description and shape. The report also outlines details of facet angles and proportions of
the diamond. All inclusions are plotted on the facet diagram thus uniquely indentifying the stone.
The full Report provides where appropriate the proportion table for fancy cuts.
A Full Report without facet diagram and reports for Laboratory Grown Diamonds are also
available in A5 format.
DIAMOND MINI REPORT
The Mini Diamond report is a highly popular and competitively priced report suitable for loose
and mounted stones and multi set jewellery. It presents the important quality information
including weight, shape, cut, measurement and clarity and includes a digital image of the stone.
MINI MAX
The Mini Max is for those seeking a more contemporary and informative presentation, the Mini
Max products adds authority to the Mini Report. Packaged in a protective satin finish wallet
it includes full details of the grading system used, a consumer orientated glossy brochure and
grading card all presented in a attractive credit card format.
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